In this note we indicate two techniques for establishing identities in quadratic Jordan algebras. The first method, due to Professor M. Koecher, shows that to establish an identity in general it suffices to establish it when all the elements involved are invertible. The second technique involves interpreting a given identity in a Jordan algebra as a simpler identity in a homotope of that algebra. These two techniques are applied to derive some important identities.
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Abstract.
In this note we indicate two techniques for establishing identities in quadratic Jordan algebras. The first method, due to Professor M. Koecher, shows that to establish an identity in general it suffices to establish it when all the elements involved are invertible. The second technique involves interpreting a given identity in a Jordan algebra as a simpler identity in a homotope of that algebra. These two techniques are applied to derive some important identities.
Throughout
we use the conventions of [3] regarding quadratic Jordan algebras over an arbitrary ring of scalars <£. Thus we have a product Uxy linear in y and quadratic in x satifying (UQJI) Ux=I (1 the unit),
UxVy,x -Vx,yUx (Vx,yz = {x y z] = U.,.y).
It is common experience that various identities which appear in the theory of quadratic Jordan algebras require rather cumbersome proofs, so any principle which makes it easier to verify identities provides a welcome labor-saving device. The most celebrated of these is Macdonald's Principle, which says that any identity in three variables x, y, z of degree g 1 in s will be valid in all Jordan algebras if it is valid in all special Jordan algebras [2, p. 41 ], [4] . (It is a simple matter to check whether an identity holds in special algebras.)
The Koecher Principle says that if an identity in any number of variables xx, • • • , xn is satisfied whenever the x< are invertible, then it is satisfied in general. More generally, is zero in go, hence in g as g is imbedded in go-We noted before that this implied f(xi, • • • , xn) was zero in g.
Certainly if we can establish an identity whenever (iii) holds then we can establish whenever (i), (ii), (iii) hold simultaneously.
Again, if we can establish it when the Xi are invertible we can establish it when (iii) holds, since Xjl+Zi is invertible for invertible a¿ and nilpotent Zi.
Corollary
I. If a ^-identity f(xi, ■ ■ ■ , x") =0 holds for all Jordan -algebras when the x¿ are invertible elements then it holds when the xf are arbitrary.
Similarly, it is more than enough to establish an identity whenever (i) holds. If £2 is a free extension of $> then any <i>-algebra 3 is imbedded in an Q-algebra 3n> so if / vanishes on all fí-algebras it vanishes on all «E-algebras. Applying the Principle to £2 we obtain Usually one takes O to be infinite (in case $ is finite) so that the Zariski topology and the differential calculus can be used. Here it suffices to prove f(xx, • • • , xn) = 0 on a Zariski-dense subset, so we may restrict the x,-to lie in the complement of some algebraic set. (For example, requiring the generic norm to be nonzero, NixiJT^O, is just the condition that the x< be invertible.)
Remark. A similar principle holds for any variety of linear algebras defined by homogeneous identities (so that the free algebra is graded in the natural way) and admitting adjunction of a unit and scalar extensions.
Examples are alternative, commutative Jordan, noncommutative Jordan, and strictly power-associative algebras.
2. Applications. We now want to apply the principle to establish certain identities needed in a forthcoming paper [5] . Recall that if uES we can define a new Jordan algebra 3(u), the u-homotope of 3?, having the same linear structure but multiplication If u is invertible then 3lu) will have unit 1(u)=m-1, and we call 3(u) the u-isoiope of SiNote that in passing from 3 to 3<u) our operators "expand", so that in going from 3f(u> to $ they "shrink". Thus the fundamental formula (7r/(X)ï= UXUVUX in 3 becomes, when multiplied on the right by Uy, just U%)=UXV)UXV\ i.e. the relation c7>=c7f in the homotope 3(l,). Thus for invertible y the task of proving the fundamental formula of degree 7 reduces to establishing a formula of degree 5. In other words, we interpret our given identity in 3 as some simpler identity in a homotope 3(î,). We use this technique to establish:
(1) if ^3 = 0 for some prime p then F£"= Vz,v for z = xp<-"); (2) Vx,yV!,y=Vx,U(y)z+Ux,,Uv; (3) Vx,yVx,i= Vu(X)i/,z-{-UxUv¡z; (4) VX,VUZ+U,VV,X= Ur{x,v)z,z\ and, if we define TX,V = I-VX,V+UXUV, (3/ -* x.yl -x,y -* x.y-l x,-y ■* x,U(y)x *■ U(x)y,y'i (6) TXtyU2TyiX= Uv(x,y)z', (7) Tx,vTy,x -I-VW+UV, for w = x oy-Uxy2. Note that Macdonald's Principle is applicable only to (1), (5), and (7).
Interpreting (1) in terms of operators in the homotope 3(ï) we see it reduces to VX)V=VXX), thus to the relation Vx=Vxv in any algebra for which p!$ = 0, and this in turn follows by identifying coefficients of X" in {WI+\Vx+Ux}»=UZ1+x=U(xi+xf=UX'>i+xi>.
Formula (1) was the basic result used by John Faulkner [l] to prove that the inner derivations of a Jordan algebra form a restricted Lie algebra in characteristic p.
Similarly (2) reduces to V™ Vf -F*' + U®, which follows from the general formula VXtZ = VXVZ -Ux,z.
(3) follows from "duality" in the universal multiplication envelope (i.e. application of the involution satisfying Ux* = Ux; note that the "reverse" of Vx,y=VxVy-Ux,y is VyVx-Ux,v= Vy,x). An alternate proof uses Koecher's Principle for the first time: it suffices to prove the identity when x (hence Ux) is invertible. In this case Vx,yVx,z = V,,vUaUïW," = UXVV,XVZ,XU= Ux{Vy,U(x)z + Uy,zUx] Ur1 (by (2)) = Fr/(i)",z + UxUViZ (using linearized UQJ II).
For (4) we use the Koecher Principle to allow us to assume y is invertible. Then we can multiply on the right by Uy and obtain vTuT + V?V? = UZ, (using UQJ III),
where the relation VxU"-\-U3Vx = Uxoz,z is a linearization of UQJ II.
(4) is the basic result which allows us to define the inner structure Lie algebra Instr (3) of a Jordan algebra 3. We use the Koecher Principle heavily in (5)-(6), because for invertible x and y we have TX,y = UxUx-\-y = Uy-l-XUy.
Thus (6) is UxUx-^yU!Ux-l-vUx=Uw for w=UxUx-^z = Tx¡vz by UQJ II. (7) is the special case of (6) when z = 1 since Tx,v\ = 1 -x o y + Uxy2=í-w.
Qne approach to (5) is to note that for invertible y the operator License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Tx,y=Uy-1-xUy is just U%_x in the isotope 3(l,), so Tx,vT^x,y = Tu(x)v.v is just Ux-xUx+x=Ux-x2 in 3f(ï), from which we obtain T",-xTy,x = Ty,znX)y by duality (the reverse of Tx,v is Ty,x). Clearly Tx,_y = T-X,y by inspection, so all four expressions agree.
